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It was great to see so many of you in San Francisco.  Our annu-
al educational conference has become the event of the year for 
me in my professional life.  It is great to see colleagues from 
AASA and to share the week with the American College of Sur-
geons Clinical Congress. 
 
Becoming the President of AASA is an honor and I hope to keep up the good work 
of those that I am following – Jamie Meyer, Bess Wildman, David Kaplan, Fred 
Borelli, Mary Marshall and those before. 
 
The amount of change we are all experiencing just seems to accelerate.  I talked to 
many administrators from departments where the Chair had recently turned over 
or soon would.  At Hopkins, we are also in this mode and are nearing the end (I 
hope) of the search for a new Chair.  I have been there before although the last 
time we went through this change the retiring Chair stayed on until the new Chair 
started – this time we have an interim chair in place. 
 
Over the last year and half, our leadership decided to review the role of the clinical 
department administrators.  At Hopkins, many of these roles are both medical 

center and school of medicine positions.   
This made a lot of sense and was more work-
able when all the faculty practiced at one 
hospital.   We now have 5 hospitals in the 
region where our department faculty prac-

tice.   My job as a hospital administrator at our main academic medical center is 
very different from my job as an academic administrator of a school of medicine 
department that practices at many campuses.   It was proposed that these dual po-
sitions be changed because hospital clinical services administration and academic 
department administration are too different, have different masters, and cannot 
be done with excellence in one person. 
 
I have also had many discussions this year with AASA colleagues whose institu-
tions are moving in the opposite direction.  Pay for performance, the need to drive 
value and other factors are causing some academic centers to expand the roles of 
surgery administrators.  Surgeons and by extension, their administrators, are 
needed to engage in the cost and quality of health care.  The truth is the bulk of the 
cost of surgical services and the highest risk for adverse events occur within the 
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walls of the hospitals and surgery centers.  Surgical leadership is needed here 
and bridges are needed between medical center and academic department ad-
ministration. 
 
Ultimately, Hopkins decided not to make the proposed changes in the clinical 
administrator role at this time.  When the proposal was presented to the de-
partment chairs, there was not sufficient buy-in for a change.    I still have a 
diverse job that includes hospital and school roles.  I have my days when I 
question the craziness of my unrelated duties but the complexity makes it in-
teresting. 
 
Through the AASA, I have learned that each department of surgery is unique.  
The roles of administrators, assistant administrators, division managers, and 

all the others that make a great department tick vary greatly depending on the culture, level of 
centralization and health system development of the parent institution.   Participating with the 
AASA is a great way to learn from others.  Another department might have already gone through 
what you are experiencing.  Or you might get an idea about how to solve a problem you are fac-
ing today.  Get involved and share.   
 
I would like to end by wishing you all the best for the holiday season and a great year in 2015. 

Happy Holidays!  Merry Christmas and a 
Happy New Year! ~ From AASA 
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Travis Singleton 
 

 The 2014 AASA Survey of Membership Com-
pensation, Career Satisfaction, and Personal Perspectives offers a 
unique window into the world of Academic Surgical Administrators, 
including compensation data by title, education, gender and other met-
rics. 
 For the first time, the membership survey also includes non-compensation related data 
regarding AASA member perspectives on current healthcare trends and on their own career 
plans and choices.    Also for the first time, the survey was conducted by Merritt Hawkins, a 
national physician search and consulting firm. 
 Among key compensation metrics tracked by the survey is annual base salary.   The 
survey indicates that the average base salary for academic surgical administrators is $132,711, 
with an individual high reported salary of $300,000 and an individual low salary of $51,000.   
Of course, base salary varies by title.   Chief Department Administrators, for example, report-
ed an average base salary of $180,701, while Business Officer Managers reported an average 
base salary of $89,000. 
 Base salaries further vary based on education level.    Division/Section Administrators 
with a Master’s degree reported an average base salary of $97,832, while those with a Bache-
lor’s degree reported an average base salary of $91,458.    In a consistent pattern, female aca-
demic surgical administrators reported lower average salaries than did their male counter-
parts holding the same title.   For example, female Chief Department Administrators reported 
an average salary of $168,712 compared to an average of $192,146 for males.    
 The survey contains a wealth of other data, including average salaries by region, aver-
age signing bonuses, average budgets, and related metrics, as well as more subjective data on 
academic surgical administrator opinions and perspectives.  
 The survey can be accessed through the  AASA member tool-kit.  If you have any 
questions about the 2014 AASA Compensation Survey please contact Megan Berlinger at 
mberling@wakehealth.edu.   

 
Travis Singleton is Senior Vice President of Merritt Hawkins, 
the nation’s leading physician search and consulting firm and 

a company of AMN Healthcare.   He can be reached at 469-
524-1630 or at travis.singleton@merritthawkins.com. 

AASA Annual Compensation Survey 
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Growing Your Geographic Network as a 
Department of Surgery 

Shawn Hernandez, Surgery Outreach Program Manager,  
University of Wisconsin 
 As networks continue to narrow and regional hospitals and health sys-

tems become more competitive with their academic counterparts to capture patient popula-
tions, a well-defined, forward-thinking approach to network development becomes increasingly 
vital to our success as academic departments of surgery. 
 At the University of Wisconsin, our department has served as a key innovator in the 
growth and development of our health system’s strategic geographic vision. Although our ap-
proach to network development continues to evolve, we have consistently found three compo-
nents to be critical ingredients to our long-term success: 
 Embracing a service-oriented rather than referral-oriented culture: At the core of any 
successful network development strategy in today’s healthcare environment is a departure from 
a “what can we get from you” toward a “what can we do for you” approach to regional relations. 
At the University of Wisconsin, this includes optimizing high-value and consistent communica-
tion with referring providers, offering advanced training and education for regional surgeons, 
and meeting the clinical service demand of the communities we serve through regional clinics, 
short- and long-term surgical coverage arrangements with community hospitals, and, in some 
cases, joint recruitments for permanent regionally-embedded UW faculty.  
 Maintaining a strong commitment to physician-to-physician relationship building: If a 
service-oriented culture is at the core of our approach, then strong, sustainable relationships 
between our faculty and their colleagues throughout the region is the basic foundation. 
Throughout our department, all faculty “pound the pavement” and travel throughout the region 
to regularly interact with their physician colleagues. In fact, they will log nearly 200 of these 
“events” by the end of 2014. Faculty contact information—including cell phone numbers and 
email addresses—are openly available through an innovative “Provider Quick Reference App” 
promoted by our Physician Liaison team to providers throughout the region. By demonstrating 
a dedication to these grassroots, collegial, and mutually-valuable relationships, other opportu-
nities for more formal collaborations and partnerships often end up presenting themselves. 
 Being data-centered—but not data-centric: Regular review of basic clinical metrics—
including inpatient discharges, surgical volumes, and market share—provides us a roadmap 
with which we can plan, implement, and track progress toward our network development goals. 
It is a key vital sign informing the decisions we make regarding programmatic and geographic 
priorities and resource allocation. At the same time, we understand the limitations and imper-
fections inherent in our data, and we therefore consider this as only one piece of our larger mar-
ket intelligence portfolio.   
 Regardless of any affiliations, mergers and acquisitions, or payor arrangements being de-
veloped by health system leadership at your institution, each of these approaches provides an 
effective mechanism for a strong, sustainable geographic presence at the department level on 
the uncertain road ahead. 
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Stephanie Schroeder, HR Director, University of Michigan 
 Lower than expected Employee Engagement scores, high turnover, and 
retention officers are frequently brought to the Human Resources department.  
Generally the requests are in the context of putting out a fire or attempting to throw dollars at a 
problem.  As I have seen  changes in our economy, changes in our benefit plans, and in some cases 
a desire to work in a warmer climate after last year’s long winter (I live in Michigan), I have also 
seen an increase in departments wanting HR to conduct exit interviews and develop other counter 
measures to prevent staff from leaving.  While exit interviews are very helpful in sensing trends 
and identifying potential cultural issues, in many cases it is too little - too late for the staff mem-
ber who is headed on to a new opportunity.  Turnover is expensive!  Why not get out ahead of po-
tential issues by taking a proactive look at your organization?   
 The first step is the quickest and involves an assessment to better help you understand 
your retention risks.  Ask yourself questions related to  the makeup of your department, your 
amount of turnover, and if there is turnover; what is the tenure of the staff leaving as well as if 
they are leaving for internal or external opportunities. 
 Once you have gathered the data and determined where you have the most retention risk, 
think in the context of both the impact if a staff member left as well as the perceived risk of them 
leaving.  This will assist you in helping where to focus your efforts.  For example, if you had a staff 
member who was a high risk for leaving (perhaps they indicated they planned to retire this year) 
but you already had a plan in place to absorb their work, there would be low impact if they left - 
not a person you would focus your efforts on retaining.  At the opposite end of the spectrum, if 
you had an employee who would have a significant impact on your business if they left, and you 
are unclear where they stand as far as job satisfaction, this would be someone you would want to 
have further conversations with to gain clarity related to a risk perspective. 
 Next, conduct a retention interview with at risk staff members.  Remember, job satisfaction 
is different for everyone.  A conversation to help draw out an employee’s interests and goals is in-
valuable to their leader, but also makes a staff member feel valued.  Too often I hear from employ-
ees that they felt they were stalled and looked for another opportunity.  Sadly, if an honest conver-
sation had taken place with their manager the search would never have begun as the manager was 
unaware the employee was looking for something more. 
 Lastly, create a development plan based on the conversation that took place.  The idea is 
that you have something tangible in place instead of just a nice conversation with no follow up.  In 
my organization HR would be invaluable in this step as they could point you in the right direction 
related to resources and development opportunities. 
 Every employee is motivated to come to work for one reason or another.  There is power in 
knowing what that motivator is and capitalizing on that where possible.  If you find out that pro-
ject work is what an employee is passionate about, why not put them in charge of an upcoming 
deliverable?  It’s the little adjustments that can mean the difference between a highly satisfied em-
ployee who is connected to their work and employee who grows anxious and decides to explore 
new opportunities or worse yet, becomes complacent.  For more information, visit the actual UM           
Toolkit which can be found at: http://www.med.umich.edu/umhshr/supervisor/retention.html 

Human Resource Focus: Steps to Managing 
Employee Retention 

W i n t e r  2 0 1 4  
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Answered by AASA Members:  
Annual Conference Wrap-Up 

Question: "What did you learn at the AASA Annual 
Conference that will help you in your professional or 
personal growth and development? 

 

 The lunch time general session on management style and interaction between surgeons, 
administrators and staff was a good refresher.  

 Being the director of finance I was hoping to learn more about financial structure and 
compensation plans from other groups  

 Engaging physicians in the revenue cycle and also the ongoing movement to centralization  

 Additional networking contacts will be an on-going need and resource  

 Definitely want to pursue building out our outcomes based quality research infrastructure 
Staffing Ratios and Utilization of APs/PAs  

 I enjoyed Dr. Behrns discussion of grants/seed funding specific to research and how he 
measured and grew his NIH funding and ensured his investment dollars went to good use.  

 Made significant contacts that I have already tapped into.   

 Recruitment and incentive packages 

 I took pages of notes and received a lot of great information.  I think one of the biggest 
take aways I had was (1) issues that arise in academic surgery are rarely isolated to one 
center.  Each center seems to prioritize those problems and troubleshoot differently.  I 
think there is a lot to be learned from that.  (2) I also received some great advice during 
the poster session on an implementation issue my Section is having and got some great 
perspectives. 

 For me it is most beneficial to hear what my colleagues at other institutions are doing so I 
can draw upon their experience and help with dealing with similar situations. 

 Different perspectives on recruiting 

 The various recruitment and retention topics discussed during the joint session with the 
chairs were very insightful and will be helpful as we continue to work on these initiatives 
in our own department. 

 My favorite thing I learned was about the service research centers in various states and 
what data they mine and what collaborations are being set up. 

 The challenges that face the academic side of health care and how others have been miti-
gating them.        
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Noah Chhibber  
 
Attending the AASA conference was an invaluable experience as a 
healthcare administration student. While studying to become 
leaders in healthcare, we spend a lot of time in the classroom dis-
cussing high-level trends and developing competencies like man-
agerial accounting or operations research. However, I had never 

had as much exposure to real-life issues that surgical administrators face on a daily basis. 
Getting into the weeds on the problems of faculty recruitment and retention, working 
with difficult providers, and operationalizing process and quality improvement best prac-
tices was eye opening and not an experience that many of my classmates have had. I have 
already brought up a number of presentations from the conference during class discus-
sions and that experience has fueled both my learning and that of my classmates. 

I also cannot emphasize enough how many fantastic and welcoming people I met during 
the conference. Everyone was eager to hear about my experiences and to share theirs. I 
plan to keep in touch, and I hope that my career path allows me to continue to be involved 
with the AASA. I very much appreciate the opportunity to have met and learned from eve-
ryone. Thanks to everyone for making the experience as an AASA Student Scholar such a 
meaningful one.  

Annual Conference Follow-up: 
Student Perspective 

28th Annual AASA Conference 

Chicago, IL 

Save the Date for 2015 

October 4th– 6th  
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AASA Annual Conference: Recap in Photos 
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Answered by AASA Members: 
Thoughts on  

Conflict Management 
  

“Conflict management is something I deal with on at least a weekly basis.  I am a firm believer 
in addressing conflict in a timely and direct manner.  I feel it’s important to bring impacted 
parties together to talk through the issues with the hope of arriving at an outcome or conclu-
sion that is at least clear to those involved, if not mutually beneficial.  I find there are almost 
always ways to incorporate a “win” for the parties involved.  I look for the “win” but when 
there isn’t one, I feel transparency and clarity and important…as well as communication of 
any consequences associated with continued conflict.” 

 Jennifer Terry, VP Surgery Care Division, Carolinas Healthcare System 

 
“Conflict management is a part of our daily jobs.  In times of conflict I always think of what 
Martin Luther King Jr said, ‘the ultimate measure of a man is not where he stands in mo-
ments of comfort and convenience but where he stands in times of challenge and controversy.’  
This helps me to stay calm and focus on what matters.” 

Bess Wildman, Chief of Finance & Administration, Vanderbilt University Medical Center  
 

“When conflict arises I  try to make sure I  have accurate information from both sides and 
backing from of my chair on how he feels conflict can be resolved.  This demonstrates us on a 
united front as a leadership team and maintains a positive culture within the department on 
addressing conflict.  Knowing when to bring in the right people can influence the outcome.  
Also it is helpful to know if behaviors have become a pattern prior to sitting down to work 
through the issue.”    

 Megan Jensen, Department Administrator, Oregon Health and Science University 

   AASA Webinars 
 

For upcoming webinars and to view past webinars, visit the 
AASA Education and Events page (www.aasa1.org/webinars).   

 
Contact Stephanie Farmer if you have a topic you think would be useful for an 

upcoming webinar.  Stephanie.Farmer@ucdenver.edu 
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Angie Burleyson, Dale Carnegie 
Team member engagement encompasses conflict resolution and under-
standing the process of 
resolving conflict in a pos-
itive manner.  Conflict is 

inevitable in any business, although with the 
internal and external changes affecting 
healthcare today your world is bombarded 
with friction.  From the federal mandate of a 
computerized paperwork process to insur-
ance changes that your patients are facing, 
outside influences have a huge impact on 
your culture, while internal conflicts can be 
detrimental to team morale and business re-
sults. Having the skills to resolve internal conflicts effectively is one of the biggest challenges 
in today’s business world and is vital to the success.  

The Internal Conflict Resolution Guidebook from Dale Carnegie Training provides you 
practical strategies in resolving interpersonal conflicts at the workplace, and helps you change 
your attitude and behavior so you can minimize conflicts altogether. 

Overview: When the elder John D. Rockefeller was setting up the Standard Oil Company, he 
said, “The ability to deal with people is as purchasable a commodity as sugar or coffee, and I 
will pay more for that ability than for any other under the sun.”  The ability to deal with people 
is even more important today with the pressures of our fast-paced environments. Being able 
to handle conflict in a productive way is frequently mentioned as one of the most challenging 
skills for people.  In this guidebook, we will help you reflect on your current approach in han-
dling conflicts, so you are aware of areas you need to work on. We will then share with you 
some effective conflict resolution strategies which will help you foster a more cooperative en-
vironment.  To access this guidebook, go to the AASA Member Toolkit and Human Resources. 

Dale Carnegie Training has been in the business of improving performance for companies and 
individuals since 1912.  During this time, we have reinvented ourselves and our offerings to 
ensure that we stay successful and competitive in an ever changing market.  We have done 
this in our company, and this is the skill and experience that we bring into our partnerships.  
With the foundation of our delivery based upon Mr. Carnegie’s 30 human relations principles, 
we are experts at team member engagement, leadership development, customer service, 
presentation effectiveness as well as process improvement.   

To learn more about resolving conflict in the workplace, please contact: 

Angie Burleyson, Dale Carnegie Training of Central and Eastern NC  
336.215.9885, Angie.burleyson@dalecarnegie.com  

Conflict Resolution Guidebook 

“Don’t be afraid of opposition.  
Remember, a kite rises against, 

not with, the wind.” 

~ Hamilton Wright Mabie 
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Thoughts on Leadership 
Rebecca Napier 

By characterization of the position, as a department administrator 
you are the leader of a large organizational unit within your univer-
sity.   

However, it’s not enough to just be any leader. 

Stating what may be the obvious: 
 
“Leadership is defined by BusinessDictionary.com as:  1.The individuals who are the leaders in 
an organization, regarded collectively. 2. The activity of leading a group of people or an organi-
zation or the ability to do this.3. The act of inspiring subordinates to perform and engage in 
achieving a goal. 
 
Leadership involves establishing a clear vision, sharing that vision with others so that they will 
follow willingly, providing the information, knowledge and methods to realize that vision, and 
coordinating and balancing the conflicting interests of all members and stakeholders. 
 
A leader steps up in times of crisis, and is able to think and act creatively in difficult situations. 
Unlike management, leadership cannot be taught, although it may be learned and enhanced 
through coaching or mentoring. “ 
 
Read more: http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/leadership.html#ixzz3AwIao2m3 
 

 
Ok, easy enough, right? But what makes someone a good leader isn’t easy 
to define.  They aren’t always the smartest, most attractive, or even the 
content expert.  Nor are they necessarily loud or outspoken.  Some peo-
ple want to be leaders and try their entire life, to constantly look back and 
see no one following them.  Others make leadership seem effortless—yet, 
it is far from it. 
 
Oh yes, don’t get confused, leadership does not mean that everyone likes 
you. The fact that you are differentiated as a leader brings its own detrac-
tors.  Individuals may wonder what is really “special” about you—why 
you, and not them?  Some may perceive that you are getting ahead with-
out having to work as hard as they do; everything just comes so easily to 

you!  Challenges between two (or more) leaders are also not uncommon.  Leaders may view oth-
ers of like ilk as competition, can be dismissive to one another, or attempt to derail efforts for 
unexplainable reasons.   
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If you are an emerging leader, it is important to study the styles of leadership …laissez-faire, 
autocratic, participative, and the list goes on.  Successful leaders may naturally land primarily 
in one of these categories, but they adapt style to the situation and individuals involved.  The 
ability to be a chameleon is the pillar of dynamic leadership.   
 
The trifecta of traits to be that dynamic leader: self-awareness, situational awareness, and 
emotional intelligence are the core to leadership mastery and effectiveness.  Dynamic leaders; 
know thy self.  What is your baseline style?  When times of stress, we revert to what is most 
comfortable.  In order to push ourselves outside our comfort zone, we must first understand 
and recognize that what is comfortable may not best fit the situation.  The interconnectedness 
of adjusting self to situation also requires a dynamic leader to have keen situational awareness 
skills. Without the understanding of the unfolding events you cannot adapt.  Emotional intelli-
gence is what connects leaders to followers. The ability to manage and control your own emo-
tions, as well as others, is the key.  Elementary to this concept is the baseline skill of recogniz-
ing how emotions develop, are demonstrated, and how they impact thinking and behavior. 
 
As a department administrator or other leader, these “soft skills” are very important to recog-
nize and develop.  We tend to focus on the data driven, process oriented skills and education, 
but without these other abilities we fall short in our roles.  Invest in yourself—appreciate that 
you have the leadership gift, it is likely what got you to the position you are currently in; how-
ever, you must continue to mature your leadership abilities as you would any other skill, con-
stantly developing as a dynamic leader. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Recommended Reading: 
 
http://www.helpguide.org/mental/eq5_raising_emotional_intelligence.htm   
http://www.businessballs.com/eq.htm  
http://www.pathwaytohappiness.com/self-awareness.htm 
http://www.inc.com/steve-tobak/7-signs-youre-not-as-self-aware-as-you-
think.html 
http://www.teamtechnology.co.uk/leadership/styles/ 
http://www.asaecenter.org/Resources/ANowDetail.cfm?ItemNumber=241962 
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Advance Practice Clinicians 
Part 1: The Market Dynamics 

The Association of Academic Surgical Administrators 
(AASA) and ECG Management Consultants, Inc., are team-
ing up to write a series of articles on the current and evolv-

ing roles of advanced practice clinicians (APCs), specifically, surgical physician assistants (PAs), 
in the care delivery process.  In this first segment, we frame the current market dynamics that 
are forcing changes in how organizations utilize surgical PAs in the outpatient and inpatient set-
tings and the impact this is having on their compensation and production.   

 

Figure 1 – Current Market Dynamics 

 

 
Figure 2 – Utilization of APCs in Care Delivery Process by Setting 
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Interestingly, data from ECG’s 2014 National Provider Compensation, Production, and Benefits 
Survey has shown that more organizations are paying a premium for surgical PAs doing follow-
up work in the inpatient versus outpatient setting.  It is notable that this premium exists in light 
of the fact that production as measured in both work RVUs (WRVUs) and net collections is 
shown to be relatively consistent across the settings.  It is ECG’s conclusion that the premium is 
a result of organizations recognizing and rewarding surgical PAs for their work in improving pa-
tient outcomes and reducing costs in a reimbursement environment that is gradually shifting to 
paying for value over volume.   

 

2014 Surgical PA Compensation and Production by Setting 

 

Source: ECG National Provider Compensation, Production, and Benefits Survey, year 2014 based on 2013 data.   
NOTE:   High inpatient follow-up visit volume is defined as instances in which CPT code 99024 constitutes 10% 

or more of a surgical PA’s total volume of CPT activity. 

 
Though preliminary future topics for this series have been identified, we want to hear from the 
readers of Cutting Edge regarding the APC/surgical PA issues that are most pertinent to their 
organizations.  This will help us to better customize the series and allow for greater focus on 
those topics that provide the most value to the readership.  Please feel free to contact the follow-
ing ECG team members with any feedback and/or questions: 
 
Matt Johnson:  mjohnson@ecgmc.com 

Maria Hayduk:  mhayduk@ecgmc.com 

Matt Nolan:  mnolan@ecgmc.com 
 

Metric 

PA – Surgical Medians 

High Inpatient 
Follow-Up Visit 

Volume 

Low Inpatient 
Follow-Up Visit 

Volume All Providers 

Clinical Compensation With Call Coverage $138,123 $115,868 $124,677 

WRVUs 1,594 1,522 1,540 

Net Collections $228,107 $211,196 $215,320 

Professional Collections $97,144 $142,090 $129,663 

Compensation With Call Per WRVU $86.11 $72.48 $82.11 

Net Collections Per Total RVU $49.58 $55.10 $50.57 

Net Professional Collections Per Total RVU $28.29 $37.33 $35.77 
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Coding Update:  
Change Happens at Least Once a Year 

Dan Ott, Director of Billing and Coding,  
Yale University School of Medicine  

 Well it’s that time of year again for the annual American Medical Associa-
tion’s 2015 CPT books.  Have you received yours yet?  Did you order it?  Or are you saving pa-
per? So many things to think about.  As we turn to 2015, the hope is always for new and excit-
ing things.   There is always something new when it comes to CPT Coding and this year we al-
so have ICD-10 (but we can talk about that later).  For some of us CPT Coding Changes are the 
best thing since sliced bread.  The chance each year to have a CPT Code that we can put on 
that new surgical procedure that we have billed a miscellaneous code for the better part of 2 
years.  Certainly the anticipation builds (even with the holidays) for change! 
 Whether you are a lone coder working in your PJs from home, a coder in a physician 
practice who loves their boss, or even a large academic medical center where the benefits are 
endless, preparation and organization is key for a successful transition year to year with CPT 
Coding.   
Steps to a healthy transition: (at least in my opinion) 

1. Start early by identifying the changes and what faculty will be affected the most.   
2. Establish your charges and add those CPTs to your EMRs. 
3. Educate yourself or your team. 
4. Cross walk the changes from the previous to the new year. 

 CPT ABC is now changed to CPTs DEF, GHI and JKL 
 CPT ABC now states  and/or   or  with/without 
 These little things can change everything!! 

5. Set up time to educate your faculty on the changes and what would be needed to 
meet the requirements for the new codes. 

6. Monitor the changes as you move along in the new year 
7. Meet to provide updates and to re-educate 
8. Repeat as needed. 
9. At the end of the day---Did you collect cash on those new codes?  Are the payers up-

dated? 
Resources to consider for updates and information: 

 Center Medicare and Medicaid Services   www.cms.gov 
 American Academy of Professional Coders   www.aapc.com  (National AAPC) 
 Most states have Local AAPC Chapters---Great for Resources and networking. 
 American Medical Association   www.ama.com 

Check with your Surgical Specialty Societies.  They offer great insight on the coding changes. 
There are other coding resources available as well such as SuperCoder.Com, EnCoder.com, 
Contexomedia.com and many others.  
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The AASA is the biggest thing in Texas for 2015!! 

Save the Date 

Eastern/Southern Regional Retreat 

April 16-18, 2015 

Dallas, TX 
On the campus of UTSouthwestern.  Details to come after the New Year. 

COMING SOON: New AASA Website  
 

We are excited to announce that the THINK creative group has been working 
with the AASA Board of Directors on updating the design and enhancing the 
functionality of the AASA website. As part of the design and user interface 
updates, we have increased the width of the site, allowing the components on 
each page to be larger, revamped the National Conference Registration form and 
updated the overall design elements of the site. While the overall functionality of 
the site will not change, the site has been updated to a newer platform. THINK 
creative group has added a number of features including new membership 
reporting, updated member profile system, additional features for event 
registration, to name a few. The address of the new site will continue to be 
www.aasa1.org.   
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When Will I Work Out Today? 
Emily Davis 

 Beep, beep, slap.  Once again the alarm goes off and I strug-
gle to drag myself out of bed.  I’m yearning for just 15 more 
minutes on the pillow….but if I don’t workout this morning I know 
it won’t happen and the personal frustration will follow me around all day. 

 When will I work out today? When will I work out today? It’s the repeating question 
in my head on the days that I don’t get out of bed early to get it done.  Ever since I became a 
‘runner’ back in 2000, the ‘need’ to check the box of working out for the day has been part of 
my mental norm.  I participated in middle school and high school sports and floated in and 
out of the fitness world in college. 

 My real commitment to fitness started in MBA school where I met my now husband.  
We traveled to Florida to watch him compete in an international distance triathlon- and 
BAM- I was inspired.  I watched the fit bodies run around the race course and I wanted just 

a small piece of the action.  I clearly remember that very first run.  
My mental ambition was much stronger than my muscles and stami-
na and my first run lasted at best five minutes.  I remember the first 
time I ran for a full hour.  Major accomplishment for sure…. and I 
saved it on my Timex watch for a week because I was so proud. It 
took me six months before the stomach cramps and stitches went 
away and I didn’t have to focus on every breath in and out.   Over the 
next 12 years I spent a lot of time training for half marathons and 

marathons.  Running became ‘my thing’ and then evolved into   the sport of triathlon.  Over 
the next 6 years I completed multiple half Ironman races and a full-distance Ironman event.   

 As our family grew and children changed our daily schedule the ‘when will I work 
out?’ question became more of a looming black cloud on most days.  As a business owner I 
cram in my work to-do list in the nooks and crannies of maintaining a household, two chil-
dren, and one on the way.  The feeling of frustration and the desire to workout has changed 
over the years; it no longer feels like a ‘must do’ but rather a blessing when I can.   My 
workouts have gotten shorter but are more effective.  An hour and a half run has converted 
into 20-30 minutes of weights and plyometrics.  With the growth of CrossFit across the 
country, the free online options for workouts are plentiful.  It’s super easy to print a workout 
and just do what it says- wham bam, I’m done in 20 minutes.   

 Life obviously changes over time.  There are different seasons in life where we have 
different flexibility in our schedules.  I've committed that I'm going to be an example of fit-
ness and healthy living to my children.  And, selfishly I’ve committed that I'm not going to 
let that muffin top phenomenon capture me.  It took me a while to stop holding myself up to 
a historical self- what I used to be, what I used to do, and the time I ‘used’ to have.  Life is 
different, but I don’t have to give up on fitness and myself by completely throwing in the 
towel.  A fit me makes a happier me-which is good for my kids and my husband. 
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Struggling with finding the time? Try these options: 

 Make a calendar and commit to yourself that you will get out of bed 3 times a week.  It’s 
hard when that alarm goes off- but tell me the stress of your jeans not buttoning on the 
weekend isn’t even more stressful.   

 Convince some friends/neighbors to join in.  I workout three times a week with girl-
friends in my garage at 6AM- all plyometric/Tabata based workouts.  We are done in 
30 minutes, we start on time- every time, and everyone can count on being done and 
out the door by 6:30AM.  And then we whine at night via text messages how sore our 
legs are for the endless squat jumps.  Awesome for camaraderie. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Download a free Tabata timer on your smart phone.  Tabata workouts are structured as  
:20 of work/:10 of rest, repeating the same exercise 8 times.  You can squeeze in a 
hardcore workout in 15 minutes or less.  Not sure what exercises to do? Search for 
‘Tabata Exercises’ on You Tube and you will find endless examples. 

 The internet is overloaded with options for workouts- you don’t have to be creative on 
your own.  Search for ‘free plyometric workouts’ and you will find all the info you need 
to burpee and squat jump into oblivion. 

 Want to start a walking or beginner 5K program?  Fleet Feet Sports is a national fran-
chise with 125 stores all offering 5K training programs throughout the year.  They will 
guide you from zero to the finish line of your first 5K. 

 Frustrated and not sure where to start? Just start somewhere.  Do something.  Try 
Tabata workouts for a week. Try walking a few times a week.  As you experiment you 
will find what you like- but try something. 

 

Emily Davis and her husband are owners of Fleet Feet Sports Winston-Salem and have created 
a community-based business that helps others live a more fit life.  They have two daughters and 

another one on the way.  When Emily is not pregnant, she is tormenting her girlfriends in the 
garage with burpee and squat jump contests.  
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The Key to Successful Payer Contracts? 
Pay Attention 

Robert Saunders, McKesson 
 Practices that don’t track their payer contract rates are reim-
bursed on average 4 percent less (Texas Medical Association, 2012). Are your 
contracts holding your revenues down? 

 Declining income and profitability are among the top reasons 
why hospitals and medical practices may turn to an outside consultant. After all, there are as 
many ways to improve income and profitability as there are healthcare organizations. But 
often, we find that the reason behind declining revenues doesn’t have to be uncovered – it’s 
right there in plain sight in your payer contracts.  

 While working with healthcare groups across the country, we have seen payers re-
duce their fee schedules by 5 to 12%, per market. Occasionally, payers may accomplish these 
reductions by terminating an older agreement with very favorable terms of reimbursement 
for the healthcare organization, so that they may enter into a new provider agreement with 
less favorable terms.  

 On top of that, payer mixes are changing to reflect higher percentages of Medicaid, 
more self-pay and bad debt, which may be partially attributed to higher deductible health 
insurance plans and increasing co-insurance/co-payment responsibilities.  

 We’ve also seen payers send amendment notices to physician practices and practice 
employers, indicating their desire to “streamline” or “improve competition” which can indi-
cate an intent to lower the fee schedule. The challenge is that healthcare organizations may 
be given as little as 30-45 days to respond to these notices, with failure to respond interpret-
ed as acceptance. And, unfortunately, many healthcare organizations routinely ignore such 
notices or fail to route them to the appropriate person for action. The opportunity to negoti-
ate more favorable terms is lost and the new, lower fee schedule is implemented.  

 In other words, if you aren’t paying attention to your contracts, you may have fore-
gone revenue. So how do you get the most from your payer contracts? Here's a useful eight 
point checklist to get your started. 

Organize your contracts into a matrix so that you can easily see contact infor-
mation, your reimbursement history and key provisions such as termination require-
ments, your claims filing deadline, and how much time you have to respond to proposed 
amendments (which may indicate lower fees).  

Schedule reminders for renegotiation, giving yourself enough time to handle them 
appropriately. So, say a contract is set to expire on December 31, and there is a 90-day 
termination provision. That means you should start the renegotiation process in July, so 
that you can have new terms set by mid-August – before the 90-day termination dead-
line.  
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Examine your payment vouchers and audit your Explanation of Benefits (EOB) doc-
uments routinely. Verify if you’re getting paid correctly by looking at your top 5 to 10 payers 
for payment inconsistencies and keep in mind that if you are not being paid fairly or accurately, 
the onus is on you to alert the payer and help ensure a correction. During a recent engagement 
with a radiology practice, we discovered that the practice had been getting paid at much lower 
rates than their contracts from two different payers stipulated. And, these underpayments had 
been going on for at least five years.  

Realize that payers are under increased scrutiny and cost pressures. Like all business-
es, payers operate from a position of what’s best for the payer. It is, therefore, your responsibility 
to advocate for what is best for your healthcare organization. If you are unprepared to educate 
payers about key market issues and be flexible, you may wind up settling for nothing at all. So, 
when you negotiate, be prepared with solid market data and a firm understanding of what com-
promises you are willing to accept. The negotiation process may feel painful, but it certainly won’t 
hurt as much as maintaining a bad situation over time.  

Balance aggressive negotiation and the ability to be reasonable. Don’t be afraid to com-
pare similar payers – and tell them if you believe that they are below market for practices like 
yours. At the same time, you should work to establish relationships with contacts in your payer 
organizations. Even as companies move to more automation, there is still value in person-to-
person interaction. If you are able to make friends within a payer’s organization, they may be able 
to help you. Likewise, be reasonable when you renegotiate. If you insist on terms that are far 
above market or otherwise excessive, the payer will not consider you to be negotiating in good 
faith. Offer a compromise and you stand a better chance of achieving results.  

Recognize when reimbursement is tied to the Medicare schedule. Analyze the best 
Medicare schedule for your practice and common procedures. Then negotiate with your payers to 
base reimbursements on the most favorable schedule – even it if is not the most commonly used 
one.  

Verify termination deadlines – and pay attention to them. Contract termination can 
seem like a drastic last resort when a contract is unfavorable. Sometimes, however, it must be 
done, particularly if a payer refuses to communicate with you. Most contracts include a clause re-
quiring a termination notice of at least 90 days. But if you need any paperwork or information 
from the payer, they may not release it until it’s too late. If this happens, consider bringing in an 
external resource to help.  

Be prepared for a complex process. I cannot pretend that the process of evaluating and re-
negotiating contracts with today’s commercial payers is simple or easy. Take a hard look at 
whether your business office can squeeze it in amongst their day-to-day responsibilities. If your 
staff has the bandwidth to handle it, that’s outstanding. If you don’t have the time or experience 
to handle contract evaluation and negotiation, consider bringing in an outside consultant to man-
age the process. It will save time – and potentially increase revenue for your practice.  

 

Rob Saunders, MHA, is a senior consultant with McKesson's Business Performance Services division in 
Alpharetta, Ga.   
Robert.Saunders@McKesson.com - www.mckesson.com/BPS ——- Twitter: @McKesson_BPS 
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 Welcome New Members 
         Christal Moore 

The AASA Annual Conference had an all time high attendance leading to a large number of 
new AASA members.  Please take a moment to welcome these new colleagues by accessing 
their contact information at www.aasa1.org.  Go to Member Resources then Directory 
Search to look them up. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
If anyone has questions regarding membership or you know of someone you would like me 
to contact, please email cmoore62@jhmi.edu. 
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AASA 2014 RECENT NEW MEMBERS 

First Name Last Name University Region 

Brian Bernard Mayo Clinic- Rochester Midwest 

Matthew Bucher Stanford Western 

Judi Bush Tufts University Eastern 

Marc Cella Harvard Medical School Eastern 

Susan Christy   Affiliate 

Darci Dreiling University of Colorado Western 

J. Matthew Driskill 
Texas Tech University Health Sciences 
Center 

Southern 

David Fehling Cornell  Eastern 

Julie Hennigan Massachusetts General Hospital Eastern 

Kate Hopkins Montefiore Medical Center Eastern 

Amy Horowitz Cornell- New York Hospital Queens Eastern 

Romey Hussain Yale School of Medicine Eastern 

Sandra Jaranyi Johns Hopkins Medicine Eastern 

Hikmet Karagozlu Johns Hopkins Medicine Eastern 

Bohwoo Kim Mount Sinai Medical Center Eastern 

Elizabeth Lancaster Harvard Medical School Eastern 

Bahar Malekzadeh Mount Sinai Health System Eastern 

Carlo Marotta University of Connecticut Health Eastern 

Eboni Martez Morehouse School of Medicine Southern 

Kirk McCrimmon University of Colorado Denver Western 

Rachael McGaha University of California, Davis Western 

Sarah Minasyan University of Florida Southern 

Dana Nelson University of Missouri-Kansas City Midwest 

Delphine Nguyen 
MedStar Georgetown University Hospi-
tal 

Eastern 
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Interesting Online Reads 

 
These are not endorsed by AASA and are meant to be interesting reads and links.   

 The 7 Habits of Highly Resilient People: http://huff.to/1sVSemt 

 Patient-focused treatment decision support tool WiserTogether nets $9 Mil: http://
medcitynews.com/2014/09/patient-focused-treatment-decision-support-tool-
wisertogether-nets-9m/ 

 Health Acceleration Challenge Launch: http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=IhnNr2A2IS8&sns=em 

 Michael Porter on “Value Based Health Care Delivery”: http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=DRkhppxZzL0&sns=em 

 A Digital ecosystem is built on three foundations: http://customerthink.com/a-
digital-ecosystem-is-built-on-three-foundations/ 

 10 Things You Should Expect From Your Doctor: http://
health.clevelandclinic.org/2014/02/10-things-you-should-expect-from-your-docto 

 A Navy SEAL’s Tips for Achieving Goals that Seem Impossible: http://
www.businessinsider.com/a-navy-seals-tips-for-achieving-goals-2014-5 

AASA 2014 RECENT NEW MEMBERS- Continued 

First Name Last Name University Region 

Kathleen O'Keefe University of Colorado Western 

Sarah Pavao University of Wisconsin- Madison Midwest 

Sandra Regula University of Maryland Eastern 

Chrissy Roll University of Colorado Western 

Rosanne Santos University of California, Irviine Western 

Jennifer Terry Carolinas Healthcare System Southern 

Wendy Webster Duke University Southern 

Amy Wenger 
University of Arkansas for Medical Sci-
ences 

Southern 

Danielle Werner Mount Sinai Beth Israel Eastern 

Jennifer Young 
University of Illinois College of Medi-
cine at Peoria 

Midwest 

Mark Zolle University of Colorado Western 
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AASA Member Spotlight 
Lori Pray 

Stephanie Farmer: What is your current position and how long 
have you be in academic administration? 

Lori:  I’ve been at the University of Pennsylvania in the Department of 
Surgery for over 13 years.  I started in the business office then moved to 
surgery education where I was the director of all the GME/UME/CME pro-
grams for the department. I am now the Practice Administrator at Penn 
Presbyterian Medical Center. That includes 5 divisions of surgery: colorec-
tal, GI, vascular, thoracic & urology.  One of the reasons I made that 

change from the education side to the clinical side was to broaden the scope of my 
knowledge about academic medicine.  We were also building a new outpatient and surgery 
center and it was the first building to go up at Presbyterian in 25 years.  It’s an exciting 
time, and a renewal of the campus.  We just moved into the new building in August.  

Stephanie: I’m sure you’ve learned a lot through that process. 

Lori: It’s been fun working with architects, senior leadership and the other tenants building a 
clinical practice from scratch, the way it should function. We took the time to think about 
how we use the EMR now and how that changes the way we communicate and interact 
with patients during their visit to try and optimize that experience.  It’s been a lot of fun to 
work on. For the first time it has brought all the surgery practices together in one location 
at Presbyterian. 

Stephanie: What attracted you to consider the Urology RRC opportunity? 

Lori:  Having worked in surgery education seven years, I had the opportunity to see the academ-
ic side of an institution like this including getting to work on curriculum committees, 
helping to build a simulation center, going through a lot of RRC visits myself.  I thought it 
would be really interesting to take that knowledge and be able to use it within the ACGME 
on the RRC.  It was hard to leave my job in the education office because I found it so re-
warding.  I’m passionate about being a part of educating the next generation of surgeons 
and helping them along in their career. When I heard about this public member position it 
was something I jumped at immediately.  It fits really well with my personal interests and 
some of my professional experience. 

Stephanie: What was the selection process like? 

Lori: I submitted my resume, cover letter and letters of recommendation to AASA and they 
pushed that nomination forward to the Urology RRC.  I eventually was contacted to par-
ticipate in an evening phone interview.  I got the sense from the group they were looking 
forward to having a public member and saw a lot of value in having someone in that role.   
I just went through the orientation for new members in October.  Tom Nasca and some 
other senior leaders in ACGME emphasized the importance of the public member and 
that ultimately the organization in setting the standards for the next generation of sur-
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geons, urologists, and all the other subspecialties.  The ACGME is really beholden to the 
public.  Everything that they do has to be in the public interest and so claiming this trans-
parency with the public member and having our interests represented at the RRC level is a 
great thing.  It sounds like the whole organization is committed to making this change. 

Stephanie: What will be your role on the Urology RRC and how long will you serve? 

Lori: It’s a 6 year commitment.  When I was working with the residency program in the surgery 
department the process was really different. With their new process every program submits 
their information annually and site visits are done every 10 years.  I will be acting just like 
any other member of the committee and will have voting rights.  The Urology RRC will re-
view annual data that is submitted on all programs as well as those programs that are up for 
their 10 year site visit.  I would be assigned certain programs to review in depth with one 
other reviewer.  Each reviewer presents their assigned programs to the committee. I will at-
tend my first meeting in March and will be an observer at that meeting.  

Stephanie: Are those in person meetings and how often do they meet? 

Lori: Yes, in person. I think some committees meet at different locations. The Urology RRC usu-
ally meets in Chicago which is where the ACGME is based.  We meet in March and June 
every year. 

Stephanie: What do you think are the greatest challenges facing education in the 
near future?   

Lori: Wow that’s a good question; I think one of the challenges is how programs demonstrate 
their successful outcomes based curriculum.  Instead of reviewing the program and making 
sure we have all the core components of the training; we will be reviewing programs to 
make sure the residents are meeting certain milestones.  Developing that over the next 5 to 
10 years is going to be interesting to be a part of.  I always think there is public scrutiny of 
the training programs in terms of transitions in care and fatigue and I believe those will 
continue to surface and be a challenge to address. 

Stephanie: Since you are technically the public member how are you trying to make 
sure you have a good sense of what the general public is interested in?    

Lori: I think working in a clinical practice, and running the urology practice in particular is going 
to be helpful because I’m the person patients speak to when there is a problem and I’m see-
ing the new procedures and medication therapies that we are using in the practice.  I think 
that I can represent the patient’s perspective in that I have that daily contact with them and 
interaction with them in the practice setting. 

Stephanie: How as an administrator can we prepare for and implement those 
changes? Specifically is there a role that AASA, as a large group, can play 
in helping this along. 

Lori: As an RRC member I certainly wouldn’t be able to participate in lobby efforts with govern-
ment officials.  This is an important role that the AASA should fulfill and represent the voice 
of the academic practices and the needs of our patients. I think that’s a very vital role for the  
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 AASA and I love that that is part of what the organization does. It is critical to represent our 
voice among the American public. 

Stephanie: What is some advice you would like to pass on to new academic adminis-
trators just starting out in their career?   

Lori: The most important thing is to listen to your patients and be available to them.  You can 
learn a lot by being hands-on especially in an academic institution.  It’s a very supportive 
environment here at Penn for ongoing training for our leaders.  I’ve done a lot of course-
work internally to develop myself and networked with other leaders at Penn to understand 
best practices. Finding a mentor is really important.  The AASA could be a key component 
of that.  I’ve met a lot of great people through AASA, have been able to ask questions, and I 
find all of the newsletters and information provided to be really helpful. 

Stephanie: How as AASA helped you as an administrator? 

Lori: Hearing other people’s stories is really important and you find new ideas and best practices 
at round tables and luncheons by just chatting with the neighbor next to you.  Informal net-
working and hearing how other people are handling the same healthcare challenges has 
been helpful.  Especially with the affordable care act, we have many changes happening 
over the new several years and already we’ve seen a lot of changes to our patient popula-
tions as well as the complexities of understanding all these new insurances.   

Stephanie: What do you do for fun, how do you relax? 

Lori: I’ve been working on my MBA for the past 5 years, part-time, wrapping that up in Decem-
ber. That has been a big time commitment for me. I’m looking forward to reading for pleas-
ure, which is something I haven’t done in a long time, and getting caught up on some good 
novels.  I’ll also be spending some time traveling, getting to see friends and family.  I’m 
planning a big trip to Botswana to do an African Safari.  I love to travel, went to the Olym-
pics in London, and a side trip to Paris. 

 

Dr. Andy Meacham (member of the Urology RRC) added the following:  We very much 
look forward to the unique and important perspective that will be provided by a public member for 
the Urology RRC.  I believe that Ms. Prays’ extensive experience in GME and her commitment to 
excellence in urologic training will bring great value to our efforts.  We appreciate her dedication 
of time and energy to this important position. 
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Member Spotlight Continued: Lori Pray 
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 2014 marked our 2nd Annual Poster Presentation in San Fran-
cisco.  We increased our participation from our inaugural year in 
2013 which showcased 10 posters to 11 posters in 2014.  There was 
more buzz around the posters in year 2 and we look to continue that 
momentum forward for the coming years.  For all who participated this year, we thank you for all of 
your hard work!  We crowned our first winner back in 2013 with $50 off on their 2014 membership 
dues.   This year we have raised the stakes and the winner will be receiving 50% off the 2015 member 
ship dues.   

 The 2014 winner is Dr. Alexander Langerman from The University of Chicago Medicine & Bi-
ological Sciences.  Dr. Langerman is the Director of the Operative Performance Research Institute.  
Alex will receive 50% of the 2015 membership dues, which he can transfer to an AASA member from 
his institution.   

 PDFs of all posters can be found in the AASA Member Toolkit.   

 

    

AASA Conference Follow-up:  
Poster Presentations  
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Retirement  Jane Shapiro 

 Retirement!  For so many years I had been thinking of that distant day 
as a pot of gold at the end of the rainbow, sustaining me through those working 
nights and weekends.  And then, on August 1, 2014, the great day came.  Did I 
discover gold?  Not really, but in a way I have made my way to some new and 
truly satisfying discoveries.   

 Like all of you, I was diligent, working hard at my job, taking care of my 
family, seeing them educated, married and launched into their own lives.  That 
done, I got seriously focused on putting together the nest egg I would need to 
sustain myself and fulfill at least some of my dreams.  Over the years, there 
were many trips I’d deferred and wishes I’d postponed for one reason or anoth-
er and I was going to do it all.  To celebrate my 65th birthday, I had a “bucket list” party in which 
friends contributed ideas to add to my already long list.  Fly a plane? Check.  Read Proust? Check.  See 
a World Cup game? Check.  Attend all the major tennis tournaments around the world? Not yet.  Still, 
I was pleased to see that I had managed some of the list already and there were so many great experi-
ences I had not even dreamed of.  A surgeon friend is reluctant to retire because he doesn’t know what 
he’ll do—my advice: start that bucket list now. 

 On the morning of August 1, I got started by turning off the alarm clock for good.  I set up some 
tennis games and ended up playing 8 hours of tennis that first week, then taking sea kayaking lessons 
in preparation for that kayak tour of the Greek Islands from my list.  It took nearly six weeks to recov-
er from that burst of enthusiasm, but it gave me some much needed time to relax and reset to my new 
routine.  The resetting from the work routine takes some time but ultimately reveals a whole new ap-
proach to life—one whose pleasures keep revealing themselves day after day.  Here are the simple 
pleasures that await you when you begin your post-work life: 

Time—what a luxury to be free of clock time!  You are free to do things as long as you like.  Stay an 
extra day in the mountains or watch old movies until you tire of them without worrying about being 
too tired the next day.  After all, you can sleep in. 

Discovering the world at your door—My neighborhood is completely different during the day.  
People play chess and do Tai Chi in the park.  I discovered that there was a farmer’s market on Thurs-
days nearby that I never knew about when I worked. 

Connect or reconnect with others more deeply—You will have time for a friendly chat with the 
clerk at the dry cleaners, or to get back in touch with a college roommate.  As a worker, your world 
does not cross that of people who are around during the day.  It is a whole new group of people to get 
to know. 

Sharing your experience—We have a lot of experience that is needed by many.  It is a joy to help 
someone learn to do something that you have mastered.  They, in turn, can enrich your life. 

Create an adventure—This is the time to make those dreams real, whether it is on safari, float trip 
down the Colorado river, or volunteer for a non-singing part in the opera.  Retirement makes dreams 
and opportunity come together. 
 When Derek Jeter retired, an interviewer told him: “you are an old man in baseball, but a 
 young man in life.”  Jeter, and all of us, get a second chance to be young and build a new life 
 after our workdays are done.  It is certainly the best “job” I have ever had.   


